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Summary: Gold standard tests are usually used for diagnosis of a disease, but the gold standard tests may not be always available or cannot be administrated due to many reasons such as cost, availability, ethical issues etc. In such cases, some instruments or screening tools can be used to diagnose the disease. However, before the screening tools can be applied, it is crucial to evaluate the accuracy of these screening tools compared to the gold standard tests. In this assay, we will discuss how to assess the accuracy of a diagnostic test through an example using R program.
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1. Introduction

Mental disease is a significant cause of worldwide morbidity, second to cardiovascular disease, based on the estimates from the Global Burden of Disease Study. Among mental diseases, depression is now the leading cause of the global disability burden. In China, depression was one of four leading causes of disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs). The overall prevalence of depression was 37.68% and that of severe depression was 4.08% among all Chinese adults in 2012, and the disease burden is estimated to have increased by 10% in China between 2013 and 2015. For diagnosis of depression, the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) is widely considered the gold standard in both clinical practice and research, and continues to be commonly used as such. However, the use of the SCID is limited due to a number of restraints such as costs and a severe shortage of psychiatrists. Because the SCID cannot be used as an infallible list that automatically provides psychiatric diagnoses, it must be administered by well-trained psychiatrists, resulting in high expenses and unaffordable mental health care for some patients. The shortage of psychiatrists in China also limits patients’ access to mental health professionals. In addition, going through examinations with some patients such as elderly patients may be difficult and time-consuming. Because of the constraints of SCID, some easily administered screening tools, such as the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D), the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), and even simpler screening tools such as the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2, PHQ-9) were developed and admitted to patients for depression diagnosis. For example, HAM-D, the most commonly used instrument, is a multiple item questionnaire used to provide an indication of depression, as well as a guide to evaluate recovery. Similarly, the 21-question multiple-choice self-report inventory BDI is also widely used to measure the severity of depression. However, before the screening tools can be applied to patients, it is crucial to evaluate the accuracy of these screening tools compared to the gold standard, the SCID. If a screening tool can correctly classify diseased subjects as diseased and non-diseased subjects as non-diseased, the screening tool can be advocated for its use in medical practice. Otherwise, its usage should be cautioned. In this essay, we will discuss how to assess the accuracy of a diagnostic test.

2. Accuracy of diagnostic test

Sensitivity and specificity are widely used to assess the accuracy of a diagnostic test when the test result
is binary, such as yes vs no, or positive vs negative. Sensitivity is the probability that the test is positive among diseased subjects, i.e., the probability that the test correctly classifies diseased subjects as diseased, while specificity is the probability that the test is negative among non-diseased subjects, i.e., the likelihood that the test can correctly classify non-diseased subjects as non-diseased. For example, a test with 90% sensitivity correctly classifies 90% of diseased subjects as diseased but misclassifies 10% diseased subjects as non-diseased. Similarly, a test with 90% specificity can correctly classify 90% of non-diseased subjects as non-diseased but misclassifies 10% non-disease subjects as diseased. Sensitivity and specificity can be calculated at each cut-point. An ROC curve is constructed by connecting all possible cut-points of the continuous test. An ROC curve is a way of graphically displaying true positives versus false-positives across a range of cut-offs, and provides a picture of how accurately the test can discriminate the disease. Different cut points result in different sensitivities and specificities. For a given test, there is a tradeoff between the sensitivity and specificity. For example, if a higher test score indicates greater likelihood of being diseased, the lower cutoff will yield higher sensitivity but lower specificity, in which case the test can correctly classify most of the diseased subjects as diseased, but also gives a high chance of misclassifying the non-diseased subjects as diseased, and vice versa for a higher cutoff. An ROC curve provides us with a full picture of how the test discriminates between diseased and non-diseased, with the portion closer to the top left corner being better able to discriminate. The diagonal line shows no ability of discrimination.

The ROC curve is an excellent way to depict the ability of the test in discriminating disease at each cut-point, but in practice, it is also very important to have a single index to summarize the overall performance of the test. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is an index that evaluates the overall ability. The AUC measures the ability of the test to correctly classify those with and without the disease. The closer a ROC curve is to the upper left corner, the larger the area under the curve is, with a value of 1 indicating perfect discrimination.

Next, we will illustrate how to estimate the accuracy of a test through a real study using R.

3. Illustrating example: screening for depression in aging services clients

3.1 Study sample

377 elderly subjects who spoke English and received an initial home assessment were enrolled in the interview after providing informed consent.

3.2 Measures

SCID: The SCID serves as the gold standard to determine the presence or absence of a current major depressive episode (MDE). In this study, SCID was administered to all the subjects in the study sample.

PHQ-9/PHQ-2: The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) is a nine-item depression scale of the patient health questionnaire given to patients in a primary care setting to screen for the presence and severity of depression. The item scores for each question range from 0 to 3, and the total score of the PHQ-9 ranges from 0 to 27. The PHQ-2 includes only the first two items of the PHQ-9, and thus has a total score ranging from 0 to 6. Even though the PHQ-9 and PHQ-2 total score can be considered continuous, a cut-off at 10 and 3 are usually used for diagnosing depression for PHQ-9 and PHQ-2, respectively. For PHQ-9, subjects whose scores are lower than 10 would be diagnosed negative for depression, others are diagnosed positive. Similarly, for PHQ-2, only those whose scores are lower than 3 would be treated as non-depressed. We will assess how accurate the PHQ-9/PHQ-2 is in discriminating between depression and non-depression in SCID by treating them as both binary and as a continuous test.

3.3 Computation of sensitivity and specificity for a binary test:

We first analyze the accuracy of binary PHQ-9 for which the total score is dichotomized at 10. In this case, subjects with PHQ-9 < 10 have negative test results and those with PHQ-9 ≥ 10 have positive test results. So PHQ-9 positive/negative and SCID depression/non-depression can be summarized in the following 2x2 table with the R codes.

```r
temp <- roc
temp$PHQ_9_SCORE <- ifelse(temp$PHQ_9_SCORE>9,1,0)
crosstab<-table(temp$PHQ_9_SCORE, temp$SCID)
The data can be summarized in the table 3:
```
Sensitivity and specificity are computed as
Sensitivity = # of positive tests / # of disease subjects
           = 82 / 100
           = 0.82;

Specificity = # of negative tests / # of non-disease subjects
            = 242 / 277
            = 0.87.

When a cutoff of 10 is used, the test is defined positive for subjects with PHQ-9 ≥ 10 and negative for PHQ-9 < 10, and the sensitivity is estimated as 82%, i.e., 82% of subjects who truly have depression can be successfully classified as depressed, while the specificity is estimated as 87%, that is 87% of non-depressed subjects are correctly classified as non-depressed.

When a cutoff of 3 is used for PHQ-2, i.e., PHQ-2 < 3 is defined as negative and PHQ-2 ≥ 3 is defined as positive, the results are summarized in the table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Gold standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depression</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive (PHQ-2 ≥ 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative (PHQ-9 &lt; 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensitivity and specificity are estimated as
Sensitivity = # of positive tests / # of disease subjects
            = 82 / 100
            = 0.82;

Specificity = # of negative tests / # of non-disease subjects
             = 216 / 277
             = 0.78.

When the test positive/negative is defined by the cutoff of 3, 80% of depressed subjects can be correctly classified as depressed and 78% of non-depressed subjects are correctly classified as non-depressed.

With a different cutoff, the sensitivity and specificity will be different. For example, the sensitivity and specificity are 57% and 90% for PHQ-2 if a cutoff of 4 is used. For PHQ-9, the sensitivity and specificity are 0.74 and 0.91 for a cutoff of 11. Table 1 presents the sensitivities and specificities for a range of cutoffs for both PHQ-9 and PHQ-2.

From Table 1, it is obvious that there is a tradeoff between the sensitivity and specificity. A lower cutoff results in higher sensitivity and lower specificity, which means that more depressed subjects can be correctly classified as depressed, but more non-depressed subjects are misclassified as depressed. Because of the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity, an optimum cutoff is usually used in clinical practice. The optimum cutoff is usually identified as the cutoff which maximizes the summation of sensitivity and specificity. For the PHQ-2, the optimal cutoff is 3.0 as the corresponding sensitivity (80%) and specificity (78%) achieves the largest value. An optimal cutoff for PHQ-9 is 10 as the summation of 82% for sensitivity and 87% for specificity achieves the largest value.

3.4 Construction of receiver operator characteristic curve (ROC)

At each cut point of a continuous diagnostic test, the sensitivity and specificity show how accurately diseased
subjects and non-diseased subjects are classified. Since different cutoffs yield different sensitivities and specificities, an ROC curve, which is a plot of sensitivity versus (1-specificity) for every possible cut point of the continuous test, is employed to depict the ability of the test in discriminating between diseased and non-diseased. For each cutoff, positive and negative test results can be defined based on whether test scores are greater or less than the threshold, and specificity and sensitivity then can be estimated based on a 2X2 table of the binary positive/negative test results and the true disease status. The ROC curve is constructed by connecting sensitivity (y-axis) versus (1-specificity) (x-axis) at all the cutoffs. The ROC curves for PHQ_9 and PHQ_2 are presented in Figure 1 and the R codes for constructing ROC curves for PHQ_2 and PHQ_9 are provided below, respectively:

roc_PHQ9 <- plot.roc(roc$SCID, roc$PHQ_9_SCORE, 
                   legacy.axes=TRUE, percent=TRUE, auc=TRUE, 
                   col="1",ci=TRUE)

roc2_PHQ2 <- lines.roc(roc$SCID, roc$PHQ_2_SCORE, 
                      legacy.axes=TRUE, percent=TRUE, auc=TRUE, 
                      col="2",ci=TRUE)

testobj <- roc.test(roc_PHQ9,roc_PHQ2)

text(50, 50, labels=paste("p-value = ", format.
                       pval(testobj$p.value)), adj=c(0, .5))

legend("bottomright", legend=c("PHQ-9", "PHQ-2"),
        col=c("1", "2"), lwd=2)

3.5 The Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) measures and its interpretation

Even though an ROC curve can depict the ability of the test in discriminating disease vs non-disease at each cut-point, it cannot provide an overall index to summarize the overall performance of the test. The area under the ROC Curve (AUC) is such an overall index of the ability of discrimination for continuous test and measures how well people are classified into diseased and non-diseased. AUC ranges from 0.5 to 1. An AUC value of 0.5 corresponds to the diagonal line of the ROC curve and provides no information for classification, while a value of 1 indicates that the test can correctly classify all diseased subject as diseased, and all non-diseased subjects as non-diseased, which is a perfect test. A rough guide for classifying the accuracy of a diagnostic test in is summarized in Table 2. A test with AUC between 0.90 and 1.00 has excellent discrimination ability, AUC from 0.80 to 0.90, 0.70 to 0.80, 0.60 to 0.70 and 0.50 to 0.60 indicates good, fair and poor and fail discrimination ability, respectively. The R codes to obtain AUC for both PHQ-2 and PHQ-9 are provided below.

We can also test if two diagnostic tests have the same discrimination ability by testing if there is any significant difference in AUC between the two tests. If this is the case, the AUC for the PHQ-9 is 0.9063 and 0.8691 for PHQ-2. The PHQ-9 achieves excellent accuracy in classifying subjects as depressed and non-depressed, while the accuracy for PHQ-2 is relatively lower, but still pretty good. The p value for testing the difference in AUC between the PHQ-9 and PHQ-2 is 0.00915, which indicates that PHQ-9 and PHQ-2 have different ability for discriminating depression vs non-depression subjects, and the PHQ-9 is more accurate in diagnosing depressed and non-depressed subjects.

4. Discussion

The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) has long been accepted as the gold standard for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUC Range</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9 - 1.0</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8 - 0.9</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 - 0.8</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 - 0.7</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 - 0.6</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data: roc1 and roc2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z = 2.6064, p-value = 0.00915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

alternative hypothesis: true difference in AUC is not equal to 0

sample estimates:
AUC of roc1 AUC of roc2
0.9062635   0.8690794

In this case, the AUC for the PHQ-9 is 0.9063 and 0.8691 for PHQ-2. The PHQ-9 achieves excellent accuracy in classifying subjects as depressed and non-depressed, while the accuracy for PHQ-2 is relatively lower, but still pretty good. The p value for testing the difference in AUC between the PHQ-9 and PHQ-2 is 0.00915, which indicates that PHQ-9 and PHQ-2 have different ability for discriminating depression vs non-depression subjects, and the PHQ-9 is more accurate in diagnosing depressed and non-depressed subjects.

Figure 1. ROC Curves for PHQ-2 and PHQ-9
diagnosing depression in clinical populations. However, the administration of SCID is not applicable for many reasons and alternative diagnostic tests/screening tools are needed. Before diagnostic tests/screening tools can be applied to the target population, it is critical to assess the accuracy of the diagnostic tests/screening tools.

In practice, in addition to sensitivity and specificity, positive predictive values (PPV) and negative predictive values (NPV) are also widely used. The PPV is the likelihood that subjects with positive tests are also diseased, and NPV is the probability that subjects with negative tests are also non-diseased. Given the prevalence of the disease, PPV and NPV can be determined by the sensitivity and specificity and vice versa.

In clinical practice, where gold standard tests can be invasive, expensive, and carry a higher risk (e.g. angiography, biopsy, and surgery), patients and physicians may be reluctant to undergo such gold standard testing. If the gold standard test is not administered for everyone, the estimates of sensitivity and specificity may be biased since only the subjects with the gold standard testing are used for estimating sensitivities and specificities. This biased is called verification bias. Some methods were developed to correct the verification bias. [19,20]
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Notice: Shanghai Archives of Psychiatry soon to be renamed General Psychiatry

Shanghai Mental Health Center will publish its last issue of the journal Shanghai Archives of Psychiatry, 2018 volume 30 issue 3, on 30th June 2018. The postal code is 4-798. The journal will be renamed General Psychiatry and presented to the readers as issue 4 on 30th August 2018.

Changing the name of the journal is a magnificent make-over. We aim to publish a high quality and international journal by cooperating with the BMJ publishing group. The mission of our journal will not change, however the new content and research will be much more innovative and comprehensive. This journal will continue to spotlight important academic exchanges between China and the rest of the world that promote the international development of mental health research.
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